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Introduction
Archaeology in Northeast Africa has long been dominated
by ancient Egypt and its rich cultural heritage. The monuments
located in modern Sudan, ancient Nubia, were first described
and analyzed by Egyptologists and traditionally viewed from
an “Egyptian” perspective [1], resulting in several shortcomings
in assessing African indigenous cultures. Many studies exhibit
an Egypt centric bias and are referring primarily to written
Egyptian sources which have been read as accurate evidence,
partly neglecting archaeological findings [2].

In particular during the Second Millennium BCE, during the
periods of the Egyptian Middle Kingdom and New Kingdom, Egypt
“colonialized” parts of northern Sudan ‒ Egyptian fortresses,
temples and towns were built, an Egyptian administration was
installed. The corresponding archaeological remains attest not
only to an Egyptian presence but also to certain adaptations of
the Egyptian culture. The latter was labelled as “Egyptianization”
and described as one of the main features of Egyptian colonialism
in Nubia. However, in recent years, fresh theoretical approaches
have stimulated a diverse discussion and moved away from this
too simplistic point of view of processes which were in reality
very complex and exhibit local features [3]. New work in Egypt
and Sudan has begun to identify impenetrable boundaries and
prominent ethnic categorization in Second Millennium BCEas
modern conceptions that are no longer supportable [4-6]. Since
2013, the concept of “cultural entanglement” is also discussed
for New Kingdom Nubia [7]. The direct impact of these new
approaches on archaeological fieldwork in Northern Sudan
was investigated within the European Research Council across
Borders project, taking the island of Sai in northern Sudan
where Egyptian culture met with the Nubian Kerma culture as
a case study.
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New Approaches to Egyptian and Nubian Archaeology
One of the buzzwords in recent archaeological studies
dealing with settlement remains in Northern Sudan is
“entanglement”. For about five years now, the well-established
concept of “Egyptianization” has been subject to criticism on
the grounds that it projects a one-dimensional and static view
of culture. In its stead, a model based on the notion of “cultural
entanglement” has been suggested [7,8], borrowing from a more
advanced discussion in Mediterranean archaeology and also
studies about Romanization [9]. Ongoing excavation work on
New Kingdom sites in Sudan has since expanded the material
basis of the debate and has shown how central the dynamics of
cultural intermingling really are [10-13].

Similar to research in North America and elsewhere, the use
of “entanglement” in Sudanese archaeology is related to colonial
and postcolonial studies [14,15]. What has yet not been touched
in detail is the question, whether entanglement in Northeast
African archaeology is used as a model or as a metaphor [14].
Its relation to the older idea of “Egyptianization” might suggest
that it is regarded as a model. Similar to the concept of hybridity
[8], which has been discussed in a number of recent papers
on Nubian New Kingdom sites and is especially well traceable
in pottery vessels, this could cause several problems. It seems
therefore more reasonable to use “entanglement” as metaphor
[14]. I would argue that “cultural entanglement” stands for
an important redirection of the archaeological interpretation
of finds in Northern Sudan, but should not be regarded as the
one and only solution. Following Stockhammer’s (2012, 49-51)
categories, small finds, ceramics and other objects can be seen as
evidence of “material entanglement”.
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Biologic entanglement is another theme recently discussed
in Northeast African archaeology [6]. Especially the funerary
evidence suggests that the individuals buried at the New Kingdom
sites in northern Sudan were both Egyptians and Nubians and
therefore represent a complex community. Related to this new
theory, the systematic variation in the isotopic composition of
Strontium in the environment and in dental enamel of ancient
skeletons was analyzed in the last decade for tracing human
migration in Nubian archaeology. The isotope signals can be
used as basis for the further interpretation of the autochthony or
allochthony of the skeletal remains of the excavated individuals.
Ongoing analyses, for example from the Across Borders project,
will provide relevant new data in the near future. Again, I would
argue that “biological entanglement” is first of all a metaphor
to mark the redirection of an interpretation, away from strict
categories like “Nubians” and “Egyptians”.

and its interpretation of Sai exhibit this new methodological
development and its advances. With a fresh emphasis on the
importance of the micro histories and individuals of specific
sites, the “entanglement” approach developed in the last years for
Nubia can also be of relevance for sites located in Egypt [18-19].
I am confident that this new metaphor describing complex interAfrican intermingling of cultures will result in fresh insights in
Northeast African Archaeology in the upcoming decade.

One of the most promising examples of a “colonial site”
built during the New Kingdom in northern Sudan is the town
on Sai Island because of its long occupation period and its
attested history during the African Kingdom of Kerma. Prior to
the New Kingdom, Sai was the northernmost stronghold of the
Kerma Kingdom with a significant strategic role, well attested
by archaeological remains. As is the case with other Egyptian
colonial sites, the archaeological evidence of Sai strongly hints
at it originally being an Egyptian foundation. However, similar
to other sites, indigenous Nubian elements are also present and
from the beginning of the Across Borders project, which has
investigated Sai Island between 2012 and 2018, it was clear that
these African features have to be carefully assessed for the period
of the New Kingdom. In order to achieve a better understanding
of the situation on Sai, a bottom-up approach to the investigation
of the society in the New Kingdom town was introduced, also
taking into account new data from the contemporaneous elite
cemetery on the island.

2. Liszka K (2011) We have come from the well of Ibhet: ethnogenesis of
the Medjay. Journal of Egyptian History 4 (2): 149-171.

Sai Island as a Case Study

Across Borders’ multi-faceted research suggests that at the
local level social, economic and cultural identities were changing,
interacting and merging with each other. Sai can, therefore, be
regarded as an example for the dynamic and situational character
of past societies [16] for which firm categories like “Nubians”,
Egyptians” and “Egyptianized Nubians” fall short.

Outlook

From my perspective, there has been a major development
in Egypt and Nubian archaeology in the last decade and here
in particular in the study of New Kingdom Nubia. Important
advances were made regarding the concept of “Egyptianization”
which is now replaced by approaches using theories of
cultural entanglement and appropriation [7]. The notion of the
importance of indigenous people for the area and the period was
also high lightened [17] - other than drawing artificial border
lines between Egyptians and Nubians, the focus should be on
interacting identities of people. The Across Borders project
0075
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